This paper proposes an alprithin for computing syinmetric eigenvalues and eigenvectors that uses a onesided Jacobi approach and is targeted to a multicomputer in which nodes can be arranged as a two-dimensional mesh with an arbitrary number of rows and columns. The algorithm is analysed through simple analytical inodels of execution time, which show that an adequate choice of the mesh configuration (number of rows and columns) can improve performance significantly, with respect to a onedimensional configuration, which is the most frequently considered scenario in current proposals. This improvement is especially noticeable in large systems.
Introduction
Many authors have focused on the problem of computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real symmetric matrix on different types of computing machines, including systolic arrays (i.e. 121, 161) shared memory multiprocessors (i.e. [ 11) ztnd distributed memory multiprocessors (multicomputers, for short) ii .e. 141) Those proposals in which the target system is a ineshconnected multicomputer are particularly relevunt, since this type of parallel machine organization I S considered to be a promising platform for large scale efficient supercomputing.
In this paper. the target system is a 2"-node wormhole multicomputer, arranged as ;L 2"~"' two-dimensional I'ourneighbour-mesh, with any value for I* and c, provided that Y+C, = rl. Therefore. the results of this paper are useful i n the context of application specific mesh design or in the context of multicomputers which allow such an arbitrary configuration of the nodes, as it is the case of transputel--based systems. Additionally, the results of the paper are useful as a first step to solve the problem of eigenvalue and eigenvector computation on a multicomputer with a fixed contiyrntion ol nodes (i.e a squared two or three climensiond mesh). which is the subject of further work
W l
Proposals lor pmillei eigenvalue and eigenvector computation are frequently based on Jacobi methods because, although they i-quire more arithmetic computations than others (e.g. QR iteration). they exhibit :I large degree 01 potential p~trallelism. The one-sided .lacobi method 131 I S p;irticLiIxly attractive since it has lower communication i-equirements than the alternative two-sided method [ I O ] Sevei-al approaches have been proposed for the pxallel organization of the computations in a Jacobi method. Such qJproaches are referred to as Jacobi oi-tlerings A pal-ticul;u-organization of a Jacobi ordering in the form of ;I set of coopei-ating processes (or nodes) is referred to LIS a .lacobi algorithm. P:n-allel lacobi algorithms for eigenvalue computation on mesh inulticoiiipLiteis known to us use a onedimensional organization of the nodes. either with a wraparouncl link ( I c' rings) or without it (i.e. lines). For this reason. they will he called one-dimensional algorithms. See 141. 191 for a few i-elevant propos;ils of one-climensional algorithms. This paper proposes : I novel .I:icobi algorithm that uses ii two-diinensional organization of the nodes and will be called the two-tliiiiensional Lilgoi-ithm. The algorithm uses the one-sided Jacobi method and a Jacobi ordering used in : I one-diiiiensioiial alyoi ithm proposed in 141. We show that the two-climensional ulgorithm is more efficient on the tal-set system than the one-dimensional algorithm, since it has a lower communication cost. This will be shown through simple analytical inodels of performance. which enable us to derive the number of rows (2') and columns (7' ) that minimize the execution time on the con ti g ura bl e mesh.
The ideas hrought together i n thix paper can be used to derive other rwc~-dimensional algorithms which use dternative .I:icobi ortlerinps. Additionally, our proposal --can also bc ~~s e d for singular value decomposition (SVD) since Jacobi methods can also be applied in this matrix I . This woi-k was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of Spain (CICYT TIC-1.29195)
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the target system, the pi-oblem, ancl the onedimensional algorithm that is used for comparison purposes. Section 3 describes the proposed twodimensional algorithm. Section 4 develops analytical models of execution time which are used to evaluate the proposal. Finally, section 5 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
Background

Target architecture
Consider a multicomputer system with 2" nodes that can be arranged as a 2 "~2 ' two-dimensional (3D) fourneighbour mesh (neighbours in the north, east, west and south directions), with any value for Y and c, provided that r+c =: d. We assume full-duplex links between nodes and a communication system that uses the wormhole switching model [7] . In this model, the header of the message is sent through the network to establish a path between the source and the destination. Then. the rest of the message is sent in a pipeline fashion. The conclusions of this work can be readily extended to systems with circuit switching or virtual cut-through routing. This is because the differences among these models, which are found in the strategies to establish the path or to solve a conflict in the links or buffers, are relevant neither to the proposed algorithms nor the evaluation assumptions.
A one-port model is assumed with regard to the node organization 171. In this model, every node can send/i-eceive only one message to/from the network. at the same time. Finally, we assume a synchronous communication model. In other words, a sending node is blocked until the message has been completely received by the destination node.
For algorithm modelling purposes. we assume that nodes spend a time t, to perform a floating-point computation, and a time t, + N x t(, to send a message of N floating point numbers (as is common, in a wormhole system. the time required to establish the path between the sending and receiving nodes is neglected in comparison to the startup time t, and the transmission time N x t(,.).
Jacobi methods for symmetric eigenvalue and eigenvector computation
Let A be a nz x tn real symmetric matrix. h is an eigenvalue of A if there exists a vector x such that.
Ax-= hx
Vector x IS the eigenvector associated with eigenvalue h. A Jacobi method for eigenvalue and eigenvector computation is an iterative procedure aimed at I-educing A to a diagonal form by applying ;I series of similai-ity transformations. Since similarity transformations preserve the eigenvalues, the elements i n the diagonal of the resulting matrix are the eigenvalues of A.
Plane rotations are used to build every similarity AI,(/>,/>) ancl A , ( y , y j as described in [5] .
A total 01' /j/(//i-l )/2 distinct transformations are required to zero all the off-diagonal elements exactly once. This collection of ti-ansformations is called a sweep. The lacobi method is iterative because a transformation may fill elements that had been zeroed in previous transformations and therefore several sweeps are required so that A approaches a diagonal form.
The convergence rate o f the algorithm depends on the ordering in which the trunsformations are applied in one sweep. The cl:tssic Jacobi ordering zeroes the off-diagonal elements in the order determined by their absolute value, from the highest to the lowest. When using this ordering, the algoi-ithm converges very quickly, but spends most of the time searching for the next element to be zeroed. In the cyclic Jacobi oi-dering, the off-diagonal elements are zeroed according to ; I predetermined ordering (i.e., by rows o r by columns) Even though the cyclic Jacobi ordering needs more sweeps to converge, it is in general faster than the classic oidering since every sweep has a lower cost. Finally, when required, the eigenvectors are obtained from the columns of matrix R o x R I x R z x ...
The inethod desci-ibed so far is referred to as the twosiclecl .lacobi method. since in iteration k matrix Ak is multiplied from the lett (by R/:) and from the right (by Rb), involving row and colurnn update. Due to this feature, the two-sided method incurs a high communication cost when implernenied on : I multicomputer, where matrices ai-e distributed among the nodes.
As an alternative to the two-sided method, the onesided method organizes the coinputations in such a way that only column updates are required. Specifically, the one-sided method organizes the computations as follows where o~, y > denotes the inner product of vectors .t-ancl and z (:k,p) denotes column 12 of A. If the eigenvector are to be computed', as assumed i n our paper, both one-sided and two-sided methods require the same m o u n t 01' computation. On the other huncl. both I-ecovenng the elements of A and applying the ti-ansforination involve only column operations, which is ;I very interesting property for parallel distributed memory implementation Because of this potential henetit in a parallel environment, we focus on the one-sided Jacobi method
Parallelism in Jacobi methods
An interesting property of .Iambi methods is that several transformations can be applied i n pxallel to zero sevei-al elements. reducing in this way the time requii-et1 to complete : I sweep. For example, elements A ( 12) m c l A(3.4) (and their symmeti-ics) can be zeroed i n p:irallel because transformation K( 1 ,2) upclates only columns I and 2. of A and transformation K(3,4) updates only columns 3 and 4. For this reason, these transforniations are said to be independent transformatioils. In general. two transformations R(i.jJ and X ( / ; s ) are independent if' ifr; /#.S. j f r , and ,j#s. This feature has motivated the pi-oposal of parallel Jacobi orderings i n which the siiniiarity transformations required to complete a sweep are organized into groups of independent transformations. Each of these groups will be callcd : I step l%ir:illel algorithms using such Jacobi orderings cun cxploit the pnrallelism provided by a multicomputer since the work associated with one step c a~i he distributed among the nodes in the system. Parallel Jacobi algorithms have been proposecl for different parallel computing scenarios (systolic arrays, shared memory multiprocessors. hypercube multicomp~itei-s, mesh-connected iniilticornputers). In the particular case ot incsli-cr)nnected multicomputers, the oiic-tlimensioii~il organization of the nodes (either-as a line or ;IS : i ring) hiis Ixen the niost trequent assumption.
A one-dimensional algorithm
In this section we describe i n detail ii parallel algorithm which uses one o f the facobi orderings proposed in [4] . This p:u-allel dgoi-itliin will be referred to as onetlimensional ( I L)) since it L I S~S ; I one-dimensional oi-ganization 01 the nodes. Tlic ID algorithm will be used here to moti\,ate our proposal and for comparison 1x1 I-poses. The I D algoritlini L I X~S 2" nodes arranged as a ring (a line with a v\:raparountl link) The algorithm is first i Itsscribrcl ass Lnn i ng that / u =~' + I 111 1 ti ally, every node stores t W O columns of f\o=/\ ancl the corresponding cx)luinns ol I:igiirc I a shows this initial column tlrstribution. tor the Ixirticular case oF2" = 4 (columns o f x and U ai-e numhei-ed h-om I to n i ) 13vei-y sweep lins P -I steps. each ot them consisting of v?/? intlepcnclent t~~i i t~s~~l -m~t l o n s .
In every step. each node performs one oI tlhe I nclependent transformations and exchanges onc colnnin 01 and the corresponding column of U, with onc of the nodes of the ring. This column exchange is carried out according to the patterns shown In figure l a (I~oI-odd steps) ;incl figure Ib (for even steps). Figure I C shows ilie paiii-s of' columns that constitute every step in the first swecp. I n this figure, :i pau ii,,j) indicates that the ctirrespondin~ node. say y, computes in (hat step the rotation /?(r.j) ancl upclates and U . The one-sided aqqx-oacli guarantees that the only data required to perform this computation are coIunins i anti j of matrices Z and U , which reside i n node q during the step. Figure Id shows the pairs which constitute cvei-y step in the second sweep. In general. ocld s\vceps x c ;is i n figure 1 c and even sweeps
The extension ot the ID algorithm to an arbitrary matrix o t hize 117 IS ~tl-arfht~~'or\;r~ard. The columns of niati-ices ,To and U ( ) ,ii-e organizecl into 3"+' blocks of ,///2"+' consecutive columns each Now, an index I identifies ;I block 01 columns ancl the p m (i,,;) identifies the tr~iinsforinations which involve the columns of blocks i -are as 111 figure 1 tl. and ,j. In each one of the 2"+'-1 steps, every node must perform 172/2d+ ' x 1.,2/2"+ ' tran sfoi-m at ions co I-respon ci i ng to the pairing of every column of block i with all the columns of blockj. In the yarticular case of the first step, the nodes perform m/2"'
x (nd2""-I ) additional transformations corresponding to the pairing of evei-y column with all the columns in its own block. Finally, the exchanges at the end of every step now involve blocks of columns instead of single columns. The 1D algorithm has two interesting properties related to the efficiency of a parallel implementation. First, the ordering uses ;I minimum number-o f steps. Second, it requires that at every step, each node only exchanges one block of matrices A and U. This is i n contrast to other orderings such as round-robin [ 21. which require that almost ail nodes exchange both blocl<s of and U at every step.
Consider now the problem of executing the ID algorithm on the targer scenario. The straightfwwarcl approach is to make i=o and c=d. This configures the mesh as a line, matching the one-dimensional topology assumed by the algorithm. In what follows, we develop a simple analytical model to assess the perforinance of' this approach.
First note that computing a rotation matrix requires hm operations (we count only the operations required for inner-products), and applying it requires 12\72 operations. Second, note that all the column exchanges required i n the odd steps (figure la) and even steps (figure lb) can be carried out in the wormhole line simultaneously without conflicts in the use of the links. Therefore, the time required foi-the column exchange at every step is: Note that alternative configurations of the target scenario (i.e. other values for r and c ) would not reduce the communication cost of the one-dimensional algorithm since the number of steps would still be 2"+'-1.
Two-dimensional algorithm
Motivation
The two-dimensional (2D) algorithm proposed here is aimed at reducing the communication cost incurred by the ID algorithm on a line. The 2D algorithm uses a 2"x2" mesh of nodes. The computation is organized i n such a way that the transformations that were applied independently by a group of consecutive nodes in the line are now applied by a column of nodes in the 2D mesh. Since the number of steps per sweep depends on the number of columns i n the mesh (2('), a 2D algorithm with c<d would have less steps than the ID algorithm. This could result in potentially lower cost due to column exchanges. From now on, the column exchanges at the end of every step will he referred to as horizontal communication. However, since the nodes in a column must cooperate to compute and apply the transformations, a new type of coinmimication appears. This will be referred to as vertical cornmunication and its cost depends on the numbei-of I-O\NS i n the mesh (2"). It will be shown that a propel-choice for r and c' can reduce significantly the communication cost (horizontal communication plus vertical communication) with respect to the ID algorithm.
In the following, we describe in detail the proposed 2D algorithm. 
Data and computation distribution
().
Each ot' these pieces of columns has nd2" elements.
In the 2D algorithin, each sweep consists of 2"+'-1 steps. At each step. the 2" nodes of a column cooperate to compute anti ;q)pty ;I Iota1 OF n1/2"+' x n2/2"+' transformations. This coi-responds to pairing every column of one block with all the columns in the other block. In the first step, /77,/2"+' x (n7/2"+'-1) additional transforrnations must he computed and applied, corresponding to p;iir-ing every column with all the remaining columns in its own block. 'The computation and the application of every transformation is now distributed among the nodes of the column, since every node stores only a piece of 1d2" elements of the two columns from and lJ involved in the Plzcrse 3. Every node computes s=sin(qi) and c = c o~( a~, ,~) and applies the transformation to the pieces of columns i andj. At each step, every coluinn of nodes must repeat phases I , 2 and 3 for every one of the assigned transformations. However, proceeding in this way would make the cost of the vertical communication very high since the nodes would exchange a large amount o f very short messages (only three elements per message). In order to amortize the communication startup cost, the transformations assigned to each mesh column at every step are organized into groups of independent transformations. Now, for each group of independent transformations, phase I is performed lor every transformation within the group. Then, vertical coinrnunication i s carried out to exchange the partial i n trier products col-responding to all the timisfonnations i n the group. Finally, phase 3 can be carried out lor all tlie ti-ansformations in the group. In this way, the number of messages involved in the vertical communication is reduced since every message now contains a larger number of partial inner products.
For ii given step, the problem of organizing the computation assigned to a column of the mesh into groups of independent transformations can be solved in many different ways. In fact, the approaches to obtain parallel Jacobi orderings can be readily applied to solve this problem since the objective is exactly the same. that is, to find groups of independent transformations. In general, in the first step of every sweep, every column of the inesh organizes the computation into 111/2',-I gi-oups of /17/2'+' independent transformations each. In every one of the remaining steps of a sweep, each column of the mesh works with i12/2'.'+~groups, with 172/2"+' independent transformations in each group. 
Vertical and horizontal communication
We describe first the pi-oposed scheme to perform the vertical communication wliich arises when performing a group of independent transformations. The communication probleni consists of a multiple vector addition. Every one of the 2" nodes in the column stores a vector of 3172/2','+' values, corresponding to the partial inner products 01 the n2/2','+' independent transformations of the group. All these vectors must be accumulated and, at tlie end, every node must have a copy of the resulting vector. Figure 3 shows an example of the scheme to solve Liming a wormhole line for the case of e, the numbers identify the nodes in the column ancl also the vectors to be accumulated. Arrows represent coininuiiic:ition hetween nodes. T denotes the final vector. In the following, we describe the communication a l p i t h m i n detail. We denote by 4 Analytical modelling and evaluation of the 2D algorithm
An analytical model
It is obvious that increasing the value of I' (and as a result decreasing c ) reduces the number of steps of the 2D algorithm and therefore, the cost of the horizontal communication, at the expense 01' an increase in the cost of vertical communication. The analytical rnotlel of execution time that will be developed in this section. will enable us to derive the optimal configui-ation of the mesh. This would correspond to the values of I' :mi C' which minimizes the execution time.
We consider first the cost of the partial inner computation and the application of the ti-ansfhnation (phases 1 and 3, described in section 3.21.This cost is:
L
The term 111-1 corresponds to the number ot groups of independent transformations in a sweep. the term /7~/2' +' is the n U in ber of independent t ran :i forinat ion s pet-p u p , and the term 18nz/3_" is the number of operations to compute the partial inner product (phase I ) ancl apply (phase 3) the transformation. (tigur-e 4b), and r,, itigure 4c)(r, is Lixecl at 1). In every plot. one of these three parameter takes different values while the remain~ng two ;ire fixed, showing in this way the impact of the varying parameter on the performance improvement and on the optimal configuration of the mesh.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the plots in figure 4:
Parameter re (transmission time per floating point number) has a strong impact on perforinance improvement (see figure 4a ). This improvement can be very high for large values of i , . On the other hancl. the value of t, does not have an impact in the optimal configuration.
* The performance improvement is also very sensitive to the values of 111. but in this case, large \lillLles of / J J reduce this improvement (see figure 4b) . Varying does not changes the optirnd configuration.
* Large values of t , I-educe the perfoi-inance improvement and favour configurations with smaller number of rows (see figure 4c) . However, these ettects are only noticeable for extremely large values o f i , Therefore, the perforinmce improvement is not very sensitive to the value oft,.
The optimal configuration usually has less r o w s than colurnns, since the vertical communication cost grows very fast with the number of rows (note that in the expression of tV the term t,, is affected by / U / .
The plots in figure S show the scalability properties of the proposed algorithm. These plots show the ratio i I f)/l?n for fixed values of t,s and tc,, but varying values of cl ancl n~ (note that n i is now scaled with the number of nodes). In this case, for a given value of LI. the optimal configuration in considered for tZD The plots show that the performance improvement obtained with the 2D algorithm grows when increasing the number of nodes in the system. This growth i s particularly high for small problem sizes.
Summary
The figures in section 4 show that the proposed I D algoi-ithin for synmietric eigenvalue and eigenvector computation can provide ii significant performance iinpi-oveinent with respect to the ID algorithm, for : I wide range of system and pi-oblem parameters This iinprovenient increases with the system size, showing that the algorithm is scalable, which is an important property when looking at large scale pal-allel system.
Further work is currently focusing on assuming ;I mesh with :I fixed configuration. and in particular. a squared mesh (a 2'"2x2'"2 mesh. with tl even)[8J. In this case. an obvious solution is to use the algorithm proposed in this paper, with r-=c=d/2. However, this inay not be the optimal choice. A more general approach would be to embed a 2"x2' mesh onto the squared mesh a n d analyse the impact of such an embedding on the cost of vertical and horizontal communication, i n order to select the optimal values for r and c. 
